Advisory Visit
Stock Beck (Ribble Tributary), Lancashire
17th June, 2010

1.0

Introduction

This report is the output of a site visit undertaken by Tim Jacklin of the Wild
Trout Trust to the Stock Beck, near Barnoldswick, Lancashire on 17th June,
2010. Comments in this report are based on observations on the day of the
site visit and discussions with Jack Spees of the Ribble Catchment
Conservation Trust.
Normal convention is applied throughout the report with respect to bank
identification, i.e. the banks are designated left hand bank (LHB) or right
hand bank (RHB) whilst looking downstream.

2.0

Catchment / Fishery Overview

The Stock Beck is a tributary of the River Ribble and flows from close to the
town of Barnoldswick in a north westerly direction to join the Ribble near
Gisburn (Figure 1). The Beck is designated as a failing watercourse under
the Water Framework Directive (WFD) North West River Basin District
Management Plan.
The Ribble Catchment Conservation Trust (RCCT) has been working on the
Beck to improve in-stream habitat, and the stretch visited has recently been
included in RCCT’s new angling passport scheme
(www.associationofriverstrusts.org.uk/passport/ribble/). The section of Beck
visited was between Stock Bridge (a footbridge at National Grid Reference
SD864487) upstream to the confluence with the Hell Forest Dike (at NGR
SD874485). The latter watercourse takes drainage from the Leeds-Liverpool
Canal, and is often coloured with algae and sediment; at the time of the visit
there was no flow in the dike because lock use on the canal was restricted
because of low water conditions.
RCCT have plans to carry out more in-stream habitat improvements on the
Beck including gravel introduction to improve spawning habitat for
salmonids. This WTT visit was requested to advise on the proposed gravel
introduction.
The landscape surrounding the Beck comprised glacial drumlins forming a
rolling countryside used largely for dairy and beef farming (silage production
and grazing).

Brown trout are present in the Beck along with small species such as
sticklebacks and coarse fish which are probably derived from the canal
overflow (e.g. carp have been observed). Sea trout have been observed in
the Beck, and salmon fry have been recorded on electric fishing surveys.

Figure 1 Location map

3.0

Habitat Assessment

The downstream section of the brook has some reasonable in-stream habitat
(Photo 1) and is notably better in this respect compared with the upstream
section, which appears to have been the subject of land drainage works in
the past. This section generally has a steeper gradient than the upstream
section, and aquatic vegetation present includes water-crowfoot (Ranunculus
sp.). Favourable elements of the habitat on the downstream section include
a bed substrate of gravel and small cobble and a variety of depths and flow
velocities. There are however few deeper areas which would provide habitat

for adult salmonids; this is probably a population bottleneck, particularly
under the very low flows seen during the visit.

Photo 1 The downstream section of the brook has the better in-stream habitat

Some areas of the downstream section were over-wide and being
encroached by burr-reed (Sparganium erectum), suggesting there may also
have been some channel modification on this section. The adjacent fields
are grazed by beef cattle (currently) and possibly sheep later in the year.
There were a number of areas where the stream channel was being
adversely impacted by grazing pressure, leading to over-widening of the
channel and fine sediment inputs (Photo 2).

Photo 2 Livestock access to the brook is an issue on the downstream section

The upper section of the brook has a low gradient, over-wide, trapezoidal
cross-section channel; it is slow-flowing and has an accumulation of fine
sediment on the bed. Aquatic vegetation characteristic of still or slowmoving water dominates the flora and includes broad-leaved pondweed
(Potamogeton natans), curly-leaved pondweed (P. crispus), Canadian
pondweed (Elodea canadensis) and burr-reed (Photos 3, 4).

Photo 3 Broad-leaved pondweed in the upper section of the brook

Photo 4 Over-wide channel with encroaching burr-reed

RCCT have installed nine structures along the upper section of the brook
comprising paired channel constrictors constructed from boulders. These
have improved the in-stream habitat by creating scour pools on the
downstream side, without creating too much impoundment upstream.
Upstream impoundment is undesirable as it encourages deposition of
sediment and shallowing of the channel. The small numbers of trout
observed during the visit were associated with the pools downstream of
these structures.
RCCT plan to introduce gravel to the brook in the vicinity of the boulder
structures to improve spawning conditions for trout. Generally, the best
areas to place spawning gravels are immediately upstream of the boulder
constrictors and at the tail of the pool scoured downstream of the structures.
Sketches of individual structures are shown below along with comments
specific to each location.
One factor that is likely to limit the success of the gravel placement is the
current width of the river channel, which in most locations is still too wide
and encourages the deposition of fine sediment. It is recommended that
further narrowing is carried out alongside the areas where gravel is placed to
increase flow velocities and keep the gravel free of fine sediment. Narrowing
could be achieved using logs (available close to site) to define the edge of a
low berm or shelf, backfilled with brushwood (to trap fine sediments) and/or
excavated fine sediment from the river bed. This would effectively create a
two-stage channel. Ideally the level of the berm should be set about 15 –
20 cm above low water level; it is important that the water level following
the introduction of gravel is considered when setting the level of the berm.
The following pictures and diagrams refer to the structures numbered from
upstream to downstream.

Structure No.2. Could simply introduce more boulders (or logs) here, and place gravel down the centre.

Structure No. 3. Channel is narrow here with little sediment accumulation. Gravel could simply be introduced upstream and downstream of the boulder structure, without
it silting up.

Structure No.4 Gravel could be introduced between the boulders here where the channel is narrowed, but not upstream.

Structure No.5. Narrowing with logs and brushwood is recommended prior to the introduction of gravel in the locations indicated.

Structure No.6. Narrow the channel here with a line of logs. Backfill with brushwood, and excavated fine sediment from immediately above the boulders. Replace the fine
sediment with gravel.

Structure No.6. Create defined two-stage channel with brushwood and logs (red line). Place gravel at the downstream edge of the scour pool.

Structure No.6. Similar recommendations to No.5. Excess fine sediment could be excavated above the structure and replaced with a ramp of gravel.

Structure No.7. Backfill this area with more boulders or cobbles, and build up the height to just above existing boulders to prevent them being scoured behind at high flows.
Narrow the channel upstream and downstream (red dashed line) to create two-stage channel as recommended above.

Structure No.9. Currently wide and silty upstream of the structure. Needs to be narrowed here prior to introduction of gravel.

4.0
•

Recommendations
Complete additional channel narrowing works as specified above in the
locations where gravel is to be introduced. Large woody debris (tree
trunks, logs) have been recommended because these are available
close to the site; this is not essential however and there are other
techniques that could be used if required. These include the use of
brushwood bundles or brushwood mattresses.

Photo 5 Brushwood bundles.

Photo 6 Channel narrowed by staking brushwood bundles along the banks; these have accumulated fine
sediment and created vegetated berms. This photo was taken the winter following summer installation.

Photo 7 Brushwood mattress – lines of driven stakes packed with brushwood held in place by battens nailed
across the stakes. This structure had accumulated sediment and vegetated within six months.

Cut-and-fill, using material from the banks can be used to retain channel capacity if required.

•

This site would benefit from measures to control the impact of
livestock on the brook, particularly the downstream section. See the
Wild Trout Trust Upland Rivers Habitat Manual for more information:
www.wildtrout.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=384
&Itemid=327

•

The introduction of large woody debris (LWD) would benefit the
instream habitat. The effects of differently positioned LWD structures
is shown below; upstream pointing deflectors or cover parallel to the
bank is recommended to prevent scour of the banks.

•

5.0

It is a legal requirement that all the works to the river require written
Environment Agency (EA) consent prior to undertaking any works,
either in-channel or within 8 metres of the bank. It is understood
RCCT have submitted a consent application to the Environment Agency
for the gravel introduction.

Making it Happen

The Wild Trout Trust are available to help with any further consent
applications that may be required and with a Practical Visit to demonstrate

the techniques described above if required. Contact Tim Jacklin for more
details.

6.0
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7.0

Disclaimer

This report is produced for guidance only and should not be used as a
substitute for full professional advice. Accordingly, no liability or
responsibility for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout
Trust as a result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or
refraining from acting, upon comments made in this report.

